Paper Bluebell art activity devised for The Craft Festival #digitalcraftfestival by Jennifer
Collier at Unit Twelve Gallery
You will need:
A printer
Card/paper
Scissors
Scrap papers to collage OR coloured pens and pencils to decorate
Hole punch (or a needle/wire to punch a hole)
Glue
Wire for the stem (this could be a pipe cleaner, a food bag seal, part of a wire coathanger
etc)
Ruler (optional)
1. Print this template onto photocopiable card. If you don’t have this you can of course just
print this, cut it out and draw round it onto coloured/found/recycled card, even a cereal
packet will do!
2. Rough cut this into the 3 different parts- these instructions, the flower and the leaf.
3.Collage on the BACK of the card to decorate. Use whatever you have to hand and get
creative with what you can use as decoration, such as sweet wrappers, magazines,
envelopes and stamps, washi tape, scrap papers etc. Or if you would prefer you can just
colour this in instead. Make sure you use blues on the flower part and greens on the leaf
part.
4. Cut out these out neatly.
5. Punch the five holes at the top of the flower and the one in the leaf, as indicated on the
template (if you don’t have a small hole punch these can be poked through with a needle or
the wire).
6. Fold along the 5 dotted lines as indicated on the flower part of the template. TIP fold
against a ruler to get a nice, neat crisp fold.
7. Glue the outside (decorated side) of the flap on the first petal, and stick this to the last
petal to form a pentagon. Hold for a few minutes until secure. If you don’t have glue you
can selotape this on the INSIDE of the flap instead.
8. Bend a small loop on the top of the wire/ pipe cleaner to form a stopper
9. From the INSIDE of the flower thread the other end of the wire through the hole on the
top of each petal in order and pull the wire through so just the loop is left inside.
10. Use a small piece of tape or a dot of glue under the top petal, to hold this in place, then
bend the wire into an ‘r’ shape to form the stem.
11. Slide leaf shape this along the wire to hide the selotape and finish the top of the flower.
12. Gently roll the flowers at the bottom of each petal between your thumb and fingers to
add a soft curve into each petal to finish off the bluebell.
FINALLY Share pictures of your mouse with on social media
using the hashtag #jennifercolliermake and
#digitalcraftfestival so lots of people get to enjoy them too!
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